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At PepsiCo, performance with purpose is the guiding principle in everything that we do.

We applaud the Asian American Business Development Center for its leadership and congratulate all of the 2013 50 Asian Americans in Business Award honorees, including our own Mehmood Khan for receiving tonight’s Pinnacle Award.
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I send greetings to all those attending the 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award Dinner.

The unmatched determination and boundless ingenuity of the men and women who power our Nation’s businesses have fueled more than two centuries of American progress. In a country that empowers the inventor and the innovator, individuals of all backgrounds have taken a chance on a dream and turned an idea into a new industry.

Across our country, Asian American workers, business owners, and corporate professionals are helping America thrive. Contributing to every sector of our economy and every corner of our society, Asian American entrepreneurs and business leaders continue to inspire us to take risks and help build a brighter tomorrow for all.

As you gather on this special occasion, I wish you all the best.
June 19, 2013

Dear Friends:

It is a pleasure to send greetings to everyone gathered for the 12th anniversary Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Gala, hosted by the Asian American Business Development Center (AABDC).

The Empire State is fortunate to be home to organizations that help strengthen our economy by creating opportunities for business and commercial growth. Since 1994, AABDC has been a valuable resource for the Asian American business community across the nation, helping it to grow and remain globally viable. As a venue for networking and communication among Asian businesses worldwide, the AABDC continues to encourage innovation, creativity, and ingenuity among upcoming generations of business leaders.

This evening, you join to acknowledge 50 individuals who are driven toward personal and professional achievement. I applaud your honorees and commend the Center’s role in helping many Asian Americans realize the American Dream.

Warmest regards and best wishes for an enjoyable celebration.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

ANDREW M. CUOMO
June 19, 2013

Dear Friends:

It is a great pleasure to welcome everyone to the “Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business” Award Gala hosted by the Asian American Business Development Center.

New York City has long been a place where people of all backgrounds and beliefs come together to better our city. Many of tonight’s award recipients are making their mark in the business world through their leadership at New York companies, and the accomplishments of Asian Americans across the five boroughs are a testament to the dynamic opportunities that talented professionals find here and their lasting contributions to our business community. That is why we are delighted to join the Asian American Business Development Center in recognizing individuals whose hard work and perseverance have strengthened our economy.

On behalf of all New Yorkers, congratulations to this year’s honorees. Please accept my best wishes for an enjoyable event and continued success.

Sincerely,

Michael R. Bloomberg
Mayor
Pfizer proudly supports
Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award
I extend my congratulations to the recipients of the 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award, the Asian Excellence in Business Award and the Pinnacle Award for their unflinching determination to succeed, and for their many accomplishments.

Tonight’s honorees will join the ranks of over 500 high achieving individuals who have been honored at the annual Outstanding 50 Award Gala since 2001. They represent a microcosm of the best of Asian American entrepreneurship and professionalism, with a pool of diverse and multi-talented individuals engaged in a wide range of business interests. The depth and breadth of their business undertakings clearly demonstrate that Asian Americans are an integral part of the larger economy. Asian American entrepreneurs have multilingual and multicultural backgrounds that make them ideally suited to helping the U.S. stay competitive in the global economy. Corporations can leverage their Asian American professionals within their ranks to enhance business in Asia and broaden its own appeal as a global leader.

On this twelfth year of the Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award Gala I am very thankful to our sponsors for their support, without which this event would not be possible.

Sincerely yours,

John Wang
President, AABDC
let every star shine

Through your support, MACY’S GIVES to initiatives important to you and your community – women’s health and wellness, the environment, arts, education, and HIV and AIDS research and awareness. Together, we give EVERY STAR THE CHANCE TO SHINE.
Vivian Lee

Vivian Lee joined the New York 1 news team in 2008 as an anchor and reporter, just as the Wall Street market meltdown was responding to the collapse of Lehman Brothers. Since then she has anchored live, continuous coverage. Most recently Ms. Lee reported from Vatican City in March when Pope Francis was elected to succeed Benedict and last year, on the ravages of Hurricane Sandy from Lower Manhattan when the storm hit, and in the hardest hit areas of Brooklyn and Queens. From the assassination of Osama bin Laden in May 2011 to being the first to report in the city that fake gold bars were being sold in Manhattan’s Diamond District last year, Ms. Lee has demonstrated time and again that New York’s stories are the country’s and world’s stories. Ms. Lee began reporting in New York City in 2002 with WNBC New York, where she was a General Assignment Reporter. She has been awarded Mentor of the Year by CUNY’s Asian American Research Institute, Volunteer of the Year by the mentoring group APEX, and Anchor of the Year by AABDC in New York.

She earned her Bachelor of Journalism degree at Carleton University in Ottawa.

Sapna Parikh

Dr. Sapna Parikh is the medical correspondent for ABC News (WABC-TV) in New York City. Before joining the Eyewitness News Team in 2011, Dr. Parikh was a medical correspondent for FOX News in New York City. She began her career in medical journalism as a reporter for “CBS 2 News This Morning” in New York City. In 2008, she was the only television reporter invited to join First Lady Laura Bush on a humanitarian mission to Haiti and Mexico City to launch an international breast cancer partnership, and visit US funded HIV clinics. She had an exclusive interview with NASA astronauts during a training mission inside Aquarius, located at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. Dr. Parikh is the recipient of a National Merit Scholarship, the National Xerox Award for the Humanities, the National Harvard Book Award for Outstanding Achievement in Academics and the Arts.

Dr. Parikh earned her medical degree from Northeastern Ohio Universities College of Medicine. She obtained a Master’s of Public Health in community health education and health policy through Hunter College of New York City.
Stronger together

When people and organizations come together, they truly make a difference.

Congratulations to Rachna Bahadur and all the recipients of the 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award.

We applaud your achievements and proudly support the Asian American Business Development Center and its mission.
Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business 2013

Award Recipients
Morgan Stanley is proud to support the

Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award Gala Dinner

and congratulations to our own

Raj Dhanda

2013 Pinnacle Award recipient

Diversity. It’s not an obligation—it’s an opportunity.
Raj Dhanda
Co-Head of Global Capital Markets, Morgan Stanley

Raj Dhanda is Co-Head of Global Capital Markets, which includes Equity Capital Markets, Debt Capital Markets, and Leveraged and Acquisition Finance worldwide. Global Capital Markets also manages the firm’s Capital Commitment Committee. Morgan Stanley is a top Equity Capital Markets House, having ranked #1 in Global IPOs since 2010. The firm is also a leading investment bank in all Debt Capital Market products, pricing over 1,000 deals as lead manager and raising over $500 billion annually for its clients. Mr. Dhanda joined Morgan Stanley in 1989. By 1991 he had joined the Investment Grade Syndicate Desk, which focuses on the execution of investment grade debt financings led and co-managed by Morgan Stanley. Early in his career, Mr. Dhanda spent time working in the London office and also covered clients in Latin America. He was promoted to Managing Director in 2001 and named Global Head of Fixed Income Syndicate in 2002. He later went on to become Global Head of Fixed Income Capital Markets before being named to his current position as Co-Head of Global Capital Markets in 2008. At that time he was also asked to join the firm’s Management Committee.

As Co-Head of Global Capital Markets, Mr. Dhanda has introduced many notable new programs to the division. He was responsible for devising Global Capital Market’s Emerging Leaders Program, which he launched in the New York office in 2010 and has since introduced in London. As Co-Head, Mr. Dhanda has worked on a number of critical transactions while at Morgan Stanley. He served a crucial role on Chrysler’s refinancing in May 2011. He served important roles in the General Motors IPO, Facebook IPO and Abbott Separation Financing.

Mr. Dhanda received a Bachelor of Arts in Business Economics from Brown University. He is a Trustee of The Roxbury Latin School.
We proudly support the

Asian American Business Development Center
and congratulate its 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award recipients, with special acknowledgement of our own Christina Ho.
Dr. Mehmood Khan is Executive Vice President and Chief Scientific officer, Global Research and Development, PepsiCo. In its global portfolio of food and beverage brands, PepsiCo has 22 different brands that generate more than $1 billion each in annual retail sales. With net revenues of over $65 billion, PepsiCo’s main businesses also make hundreds of other enjoyable foods and beverages that are respected household names throughout the world.

As Chief Scientific Officer, Dr. Khan leads company-wide research and development (R&D); recruits highly regarded clinical scientists, global health leaders and medical experts; launches research projects with leading universities; and opens advanced R&D facilities.

As Executive Vice President, Dr. Khan leads a global team of experts in nutrition, medicine, research, science, marketing/branding, ingredient sourcing, and product innovation. He directs PepsiCo’s enterprise planning, portfolio development, and execution of new technology to grow the company’s nutrition-focused brands in four areas: grain (Quaker), fruits (Tropicana), vegetables (Sabra), and dairy (Wimm-Bill-Dann). With the creation of the GNG, PepsiCo is one of only two food and beverage companies worldwide with an operation dedicated to health and wellness.

Prior to joining PepsiCo, Dr. Khan was president, Takeda Global Research & Development Center, overseeing Takeda Pharmaceuticals Company’s worldwide R&D efforts. Previously, Dr. Khan was a faculty member at the Mayo Clinic and Mayo Medical School in Rochester, Minn., serving as director of the Diabetes, Endocrine, and Nutritional Trials Unit in the endocrinology division. He also spent nine years leading programs in diabetes, endocrinology, metabolism, and nutrition for the Hennepin County Medical Center in Minneapolis. He is member of the Board of Governors, New York Academy of Science.
Congratulations

THUY TRINH
Chief Operating Officer

Winner of the Asian Business Excellence Award

Resort World Casino
NEW YORK CITY

110-00 Rockaway Boulevard, Jamaica, NY 11420
rwnewyork.com • 1-888-888-8801
Thuy Trinh
*Chief Operating Officer, Resorts World Casino New York*

Thuy Trinh, Chief Operating Officer of Resorts World Casino New York City, has 38 years of experience in the casino, hospitality and leisure industry, including extensive experience in start-up projects and managing large resorts on an international scale.

Some of the major projects Mr. Trinh has managed include Resorts World Manila (the first integrated resort in the Philippines), Galaxy Entertainment’s Starworld in Macau, Las Vegas Sands Macau (the first American casino in China), Crown Resorts in Melbourne and Burswood Resort in Western Australia.

Prior to his appointment as Chief Operating Officer of Resorts World Casino New York City, Mr. Trinh held a number of executive management positions within the Genting Group, including Chief Operating Officer for Star Cruises (the third largest cruise line in the world), Chief Operating Officer for Resorts World Genting (Asia’s largest integrated resort), and recently Chief Executive Officer for Resorts World Manila, which successfully opened in August 2009.
We proudly congratulate Monica K. Arora on receiving the Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award.

Monica K. Arora is a partner in the investment funds practice of White & Case based in New York City.
Monica K. Arora  
*Partner • White & Case LLP*

Monica K. Arora is a partner in the investment funds practice of White & Case LLP based in New York City. She has extensive experience advising sponsors in connection with the establishment and ongoing operations of private funds, including buy-out, distressed debt, infrastructure/energy, and other platforms spanning numerous industries, globally. She has also worked in Hong Kong, serving as lead counsel to private equity firms operating and investing in China, Japan and India. Ms. Arora was recently awarded the firm’s annual Pro Bono Award for her work establishing a social-impact investment fund sponsored by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to support the delivery and development of drugs, vaccines and diagnostic techniques. She has also served on the boards of charitable organization, including Sakhi, an anti-domestic violence organization that works with the South Asian community in the New York area.

Ms. Arora received her BA from the University of Chicago, with honors, and her JD from Georgetown University Law Center where she was awarded a human rights fellowship in Cape Town, South Africa, focusing on post-apartheid affirmative action.

---

Rachna Bahadur  
*Managing Director • JP Morgan Chase*

Rachna Bahadur is Managing Director at JP Morgan Chase and leads the Global Information & Services division within the Centralized Operations (CTO) area, which provides a wide range of operational support and services for retail, commercial, treasury, asset wealth management and credit card customers. Ms. Bahadur is also Global Head of Centralized Operations, Information & Services division, Site Head for Bangalore, India, Executive Sponsor of Women’s Interactive Network (WIN), India Member of the bank’s Global Diversity Advisory Council representing the Global Service Centers. She began her career with Deloitte and Touche and later spent 14 years with Morgan Stanley in the U.S. and in India. Under the JP Morgan Chase diversity and inclusivity umbrella she initiated a number of projects that deal with social and cultural barriers and discriminatory work ethics faced by working women. Some have been adopted as a best practice across Asia. She is also involved in leadership and career development initiatives that help women realize their potential and achieve their career aspirations.
BRING YOUR IDEAS AND PASSION. BRING ALL OF WHO YOU ARE. BRING IT.

Careers For Everything You Are

Bring it!

At Verizon, we're inspired by inception and realization – by the thrill of seeing a medley of diverse ideas through from concept to execution. When you partner with our team of pioneers, you'll set your talent and creativity free in an environment that lets you shine. And you'll find the technology, the teamwork, and the tireless commitment to innovation to give wings to your vision, and fuel for your future.

Take the lead at verizon.com/jobs. You can also like us on Facebook at facebook.com/verizoncareers for information on career opportunities and upcoming events.
Joseph Chalil, MD, MBA, FACHE
Senior Associate Director • Boehringer Ingelheim

Dr. Joseph Chalil is Senior Associate Director, Cardiovascular Stakeholder Relations with Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals. Dr. Chalil is also co-chair of AAPI (American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin) Industry Liaison Committee for 2013-2014. He is an expert in U.S. Healthcare Policy with extensive experience in pharmaceutical and hospital management. Dr. Chalil was awarded a Fellowship by the American College of Healthcare Executives and is Board Certified in Healthcare Management. He is also a former member of United States Navy Medical Corps. He served on Senator John McCain’s Presidential advisory committee. He holds three patents involving the usage of sensors inside the human body. His research background includes clinical trial management in cystic fibrosis, multiple myeloma, and published in American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine. As the former CEO of Clinical Consultants International, a health care consultancy, he represented prominent healthcare companies.

Dr. Chalil received his degrees from University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, Davenport University, JJM Medical College and Baylor College of Medicine.

Ed Chan
Vice President - National Network Operations • Verizon Wireless

Ed Chan is Vice President-National Network Operations for Verizon Wireless. He is responsible for the operation of centralized national network infrastructure including the backbone IP/MPLS network, dark fiber networks, the SS7 network, text/picture message gateways, and 3G and 4G national authentication core (IMS for the 4G LTE network). He is also responsible for the centralized surveillance NOC and the technical network repair bureau, which supports consumer and enterprise customers. Mr. Chan has been with Verizon Wireless since its inception in 2000, when he served as executive director – Data Services. Then he went on to become executive director – Network Implementation, responsible for bringing new products and services to market and then network executive director for the Philadelphia Tri-State region having responsibilities for the network engineering, operations and performance covering Philadelphia, Southern NJ, Central PA, Eastern PA and Delaware. Mr. Chan started his career as an engineering intern in the Bell Atlantic Mobile Systems wireless lab in 1992.

Mr. Chan earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Engineering from Rutgers University and a Master’s Degree in Management of Technology from the University of Pennsylvania.
J Global Law Group, LLC is proud to join you in honoring all recipients of the 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award. Special congratulations to Judy J. Chang, Esq., our Founder and Managing Member.

J Global Law Group represents clients across the nation and all over the world. We fight for the best interests of our clients with the broad society’s welfare in mind. Our clients, through their talent and efforts, have and will make contribution to society, and our mission is to lay the foundation on which they may accomplish great things.

www.jgloballaw.com / contact@jgloballaw.com
California / New York / New Jersey
Tel. 1-866-526-1027 / Fax. 917.210.4001
Mable Chan
President, Founder • China Personified LLC

Mable Chan is the founder/president of China Personified, a New York based media company with a digital platform and a global network devoted to engage, empower and elevate the next generation with a China connection. (www.chinapersonified.com). Ms. Chan is a multi-lingual (English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Japanese) producer with more than 20 years of experience in American network television. She has traveled the world covering major stories in China, Japan, and the U.S. for ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN and Fox. An award-winning producer, Ms. Chan has achieved excellence in journalism with top honors including the prestigious Edward R. Murrow, the Alfred I. DuPont-Columbia, the George F. Peabody, The George Polk, and the National Headliner. Ms. Chan began her career as principal anchor/reporter for Hong Kong Television Broadcasts (HK-TVB). A Harvard graduate with a master’s degree in East Asian Studies, Ms. Chan has re-dedicated her focus to producing stories about Chinese people and culture after spending one year as a visiting scholar at the Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies at Harvard. She is a classically trained pianist from Hong Kong and the Juilliard School.

Judy J. Chang
Founder and Managing Member • J Global Law Group, LLC

Judy J. Chang is a California and New York licensed attorney, specializing in the field of U.S. immigration and nationality law. She is also admitted to the U.S. Supreme Court. Ms. Chang is the Founder and Managing Member of J Global Law Group, LLC, a bi-costal immigration law firm with offices in New York, NY, Palo Alto, CA, and Englewood Cliffs, NJ. J Global Law Group, LLC represents clients across the nation and all over the world. It is widely recognized and praised for comprehensive and strategic immigration services. Its clients represent a variety of sectors. She has also served the legal and immigrant community as a Regional Governor of the International Association of Korean Lawyers, Director of Korean American league for Civic Action, Director of Korean-American Association of San Francisco and Greater Bay Area, and Beautiful Foundation USA.

Ms. Chang received her B.A. Hon. (Scholar’s Electives Program) from Huron University College at the University of Western Ontario and her law degree (LL.B.) from the University of Toronto Law School.
VP RECORDS FAMILY
CONGRATULATES RANDY CHIN
& All Fellow Recipients of 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans In Business Award

www.vprecords.com

Tabata Oxford Personnel LLC, “TOP-NY” proud of part of Asian American in Business
Thank you for making a difference in OUR community. Congratulations to this year’s honorees.

TOP-US.COM

Noriko Tabata, President
Randy Chin
*President • VP Records*

Randy Chin is President of VP Records and runs the company with his brother Christopher and his sister Angela Chung. Founded by his parents Vincent and Patricia Chin in Kingston, Jamaica in 1957, the company today operates internationally with its headquarters in Kingston and New York and satellite offices in Miami, London, Kingston and Tokyo. VP Records covers the full spectrum of music that derives from the Caribbean including the sub-genres of Roots & Culture, and Dancehall. VP is home to such world-renowned artists as Sean Paul, Elephant Man, Beres Hammond, Gyptian, Tarrus Riley and many others. VP acquired London based Greensleeves Records & Publishing in 2008 making it the leading source for Reggae music publishing worldwide. VP Records has been awarded Billboard’s “Best Independent Label” twice and has received the “Best Reggae Imprint Label” three times. VP has been featured in *The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Billboard, Time Magazine* and *Vibe Magazine*.

Mr. Chin graduated from Embry-Riddle University with a degree in Engineering and holds a MBA degree from UCLA.

Tania Chopra
*VP, Efficiency Management • Credit Suisse*

Tania Chopra is Vice President in Efficiency Management group at Credit Suisse Securities in New York. Ms. Chopra specializes in analyzing procurement processes, contract negotiations, project management, building supplier relationships and reducing overall cost of the bank. Prior to joining Credit Suisse, she was Vice President of Strategic Sourcing at SunTrust Banks in Atlanta and Assistant Vice President and Supplier Diversity Lead at Bank of America where she managed projects for the Consumer Risk Operations Group. Born and raised in India, She began her career at 19, when she was chosen by Kraft Foods as the best INROADS scholar and hired as the youngest Territory Sales Manager in Michigan. Ms. Chopra was recognized as a “Top 40 Leaders under 40” in Atlanta. She is a volunteer leader for United Sikhs, a UN mandated international civil rights and human development non-profit organization. She served on the Board of Directors and was the Vice President of Community Relations for NAAAP Atlanta - (National Association of Asian American Professionals).
Ampcus Inc is an 8(a) certified and ISO 9001, ISO 20000, ISO 27000, CMMi Level 2 global Provider of broad range of consulting Services. From strategy to execution, our disciplined yet flexible approach starts and ends with our clients. Our consultants have significant business, engineering and technology experience. Our consultants have over twenty years of business experience and an average of more than Ten years of engineering and technology experience. This means that the project team not only understands how systems work, they also understand how the technology impacts the business processes of organizations.

Ampcus Inc, 4530 Walney Road # 203, Chantilly VA 20151
Phone (703)-637-7299  www.ampcus.com

NACIS codes: 541511, 541512, 541513, 541519, 519190, 541219, 541330, 541611, 541612, 541614, 541618, 541620, 541690, 541990, 561110, 561210, 561311, 561312, 561320, 561439, 561499, 611420, 611430
Ta-Chiun Chou  
*Managing Director, Owner • Design Determination*

TC Chou is an accomplished designer and business professional. He has a broad range of experience from managing luxury, high-end projects to sprawling urban landscapes to developing detailed furniture and lighting design products. Mr. Chou has worked with top interior design firm, INARCH and with internationally recognized Samuel Botero Associates. He has led international projects as Design Director for award-winning VOA, a premiere global architecture and planning firm. *New York Magazine* named one of his most recent retail projects for Posman Bookstore, Chelsea Market location, “Best Bookstore” in New York City. Mr. Chou established Design Determination in NYC through an affiliation with the established Shanghai architecture firm CAN and serves clients in both the US and Asia. Mr. Chou is a LEED® Accredited Professional.

Mr. Chou received his Bachekor of Architecture from Tung-Hai University, Taiwan and a Masters of Science in Advanced Architecture & Urban Design from Columbia University, where he was awarded the coveted Lucille Smyser Lowenfish Prize.

---

Anuj Desai  
*Vice President of Market Development*  
*New York eHealth Collaborative*

Anuj Desai is the Vice President of Market Development for the New York eHealth Collaborative (NYeC). In this role, he is responsible for developing and managing strategic relationships and alliances with the various vendors and partners that interact with NYeC. He also leads the New York Digital Health Accelerator. Mr. Desai brings over 13 years of experience in business development, strategy, and relationship management experience in the health care industry. Most recently, he worked in a business development role at Johnson & Johnson focused on developing whitespace strategy and forming business cases for M&A and organic growth in health technology. Previously, he has worked for a software consulting company developing clinical data management tools for pharma and biotech clientele. He was recently named a member of *Crain’s New York Business* 2013 Class of “40 Under 40.”

He received his MBA from University of Maryland’s Robert H. Smith School of Business and his undergraduate degree in Biotechnology from Rutgers University.
Create certainty in an uncertain world

By working together, we're helping business leaders like you turn challenges into opportunity. Discover what HP can do for you.

For the complete picture go to: hp.com/go/bpo

We congratulate Anindo Dutta, HP vice president of Americas BPO, for earning a 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business award.
Anindo Dutta  
*Vice President • Hewlett-Packard*

Anindo Dutta is Vice President-Americas Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) at Hewlett-Packard, responsible for driving growth across all industries. Mr. Dutta is also responsible for global growth initiatives and leads a team of global BPO sales and solution leaders and partners. In addition to his current role, Mr. Dutta has served as interim Vice President of Americas Sales, HP Enterprise Services. He is a member of the worldwide BPO leadership team and worldwide Application & Business Services Team and sits on the Regional Arrow Business Review Board. Previously, he served in various Consulting, Sales & Marketing leadership roles at IBM. Mr. Dutta is an Advisory Board Member at the School of Engineering- India Center for Sustainable Growth & Talent Development at Rutgers University (President Obama and Prime Minister Singh sponsored initiative). He is a member of the U.S. India Business Council in Washington, D.C. and the Canada India Business Council in Toronto.

Mr. Dutta is a graduate of Rutgers University. He earned a Master’s degree from the University of Pennsylvania and an Executive MBA from Cornell University.

Carla Dye  
*Division Talent Manager • Parsons*

Carla Dye is Division Talent Manager at Parsons, an engineering, construction, technical, and management services firm. Ms. Dye has over 15 years of human resources experience in compensation, training and development, employee relations and HRIS. She has designed, developed and flawlessly implemented processes within each function. Her focus is on key human resource deliverables that will improve a company’s organizational performance. Prior to Parsons she has worked for Boeing, Raytheon and Northrop Grumman. She is a member of the Society of Human Resource Management, Women in International Trade, American Business Women’s Association (ABWA), Society of Human Resource Management Mentoring Program, Asian Association of Pacific Americans. Ms. Dye won ABWA’s “Best Practices Level II” award in 2012.

Ms. Dye received a B.S. in Business Administration and a B.A., Organizational Communications from University of Montana.
Greenberg Traurig proudly congratulates our colleague
Alais Griffin for being recognized as one of the
Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business

Nuturing innovative ideas today
for better health tomorrow.

Boehringer Ingelheim would like to congratulate
Dr. Joseph M. Chalil, Senior Associate Director,
Cardiovascular Stakeholder Relations, on
being recognized as an Outstanding
Asian American in Business.

For more than 125 years Boehringer Ingelheim has been committed
to the research and development of innovative medicines that help
make more health for patients and their families.

us.boehringer-ingelheim.com
Alais Griffin
Shareholder • Greenberg Traurig, LLP

Alais L. M. Griffin is a shareholder in the Chicago office of the international law firm, Greenberg Traurig which she joined in 2012. She focuses her practice on litigation, with an emphasis on white collar criminal, regulatory, and transportation matters. She also brings extensive experience in transportation-related litigation, regulations, and laws, as well as in regulatory development and other government processes. In 2009, President Barack Obama appointed Ms. Griffin to serve in the United States Department of Transportation (DOT). She was appointed as Counselor to the General Counsel. President Obama subsequently nominated her to serve as the Chief Counsel for the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), the DOT agency that oversees commercial motor vehicles. In her capacity as a senior advisor, she also worked regularly on legislative and regulatory matters with the White House, other Executive Branch agencies, and Congress. She is a Board member for the American Civil Liberties Union of Illinois, and co-founded the ACLU Young Advocates. She was named as an Illinois Super Lawyers “Rising Star” in 2009.

Ms. Griffin received her B.A., cum laude general studies, from Harvard University. She received her J.D., cum laude, from Northwestern University School of Law.

Christina Ho
Manager of Steam Operations • Con Edison

Christina Ho is the Manager of Steam Operations Planning at Con Edison, responsible for a team of analysts and engineers that manage production fuel and contracted steam portfolios, production facility outage planning, budget analyses, system hydraulic modeling and analyses for strategic planning initiatives. Ms. Ho has over 10 years with Con Edison and has held assignments in steam operations, construction management, engineering, and planning. She has made significant contributions to the water and wastewater treatment systems. Ms. Ho served as a mentor for Women in Communications and Energy, and coordinated activities for the Fresh Air Fund. She has done committee work for both the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and Engineers Without Borders. She is involved with a research project at the Bronx High School of Design and Construction that aims to demonstrate synergistic effects of green roofs and solar energy canopy systems.

Ms. Ho holds an MS in Earth and Environmental Engineering from Columbia University. She has a Bachelor of Engineering in Chemical Engineering from the Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art.
Congratulations to the Honorees & Our Very Own CEO, Dr. Vincent HoSang O.D.

Introducing our new line, Sabrina's Delights in Chicken, Beef or Turkey Pot Pie, Western Style, Apple Cinnamon and Sweet Plantains! Caribbean Food Delights is the Home of the Best Jamaican products! Quality is always our priority - you'll taste it in every mouthwatering bite of our incredibly delicious patties! Try our Beef, Beefy Cheese, Meatloaf, Curry Chicken, Jerk Chicken, Spinach, Spinach & Cheese and Soya!

Royal Caribbean Bakery
Caribbean Food Delights

620 South Fulton Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550
914.668.6868 • royalcaribbeanbakery.com
117 Route 303, Suite B, Tappan, N.Y. 10983
845.398.3000 • caribbeanfooddelights.com

The Vincent HoSang Family Foundation

Online shopping available at: shopcfd.com (US only)
Vincent Hosang  
*CEO/President • Caribbean Food Delights*

Vincent Hosang is CEO/President of Caribbean Food Delights, the largest Jamaican frozen food plant in the world. Mr. Hosang was born in Jamaica to parents who had migrated from China and who owned a general store that sold everything. Mr. Hosang left high school to work in his uncle’s grocery store. Years later he immigrated to the U.S. and moved to the Bronx where he eventually bought a fast-food chain and introduced Jamaican cuisine and patties. They founded a retail bakery which eventually became Caribbean Food Delights. Today, customers include Costco, Sam’s Club, Wal-Mart, BJ’s, and neighborhood supermarkets. The company, through the Vincent HoSang Family Foundation (VHFF) has donated over $500,000 for full scholarships, a mobile health unit, building a chapel in Jamaica. He received the Forbes award in 2007 and was the first Jamaican to receive the First Commonwealth Award presented by His Royal Highness The Duke of Gloucester from the St. Georges Society.

Geoffrey Hsu  
*General Partner • OrbiMed Advisors LLC*

Geoffrey C. Hsu, CFA, is a General Partner at OrbiMed Advisors LLC, a healthcare-dedicated investment management firm with approximately $7 billion of assets under management. The firm has offices in New York, Shanghai, Mumbai, San Francisco, and Tel Aviv, and invests globally across a series of private equity funds, hedge funds, royalty funds, and other investment vehicles. Mr. Hsu joined OrbiMed in 2002 as a biotechnology analyst for the firm’s public equity funds and was promoted to General Partner in 2009. He covers biotechnology stocks for all of the firm’s public equity funds and helps lead their emerging markets efforts. Mr. Hsu is a co-Portfolio Manager of The Biotech Growth Trust plc, which won *Investment Week’s* Investment Trust of the Year award in the Specialist category in 2008 and 2012 and won *Investment Trust Magazine’s* Best Specialist Trust award in 2011.

Mr. Hsu received his A.B. degree summa cum laude in chemistry from Harvard University and holds an M.B.A. from Harvard Business School. Prior to business school, he spent two years studying medicine at Harvard Medical School.
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Robert Jin
Chairman • BQ of New York, Inc.

Robert Jin is the Chairman of BQ of New York, Inc., a Queens-based independent Brokerage General Agency (BGA). He began his career with MetLife, where he received numerous awards for quality service and qualified for the Million Dollar Round Table and Leader’s Conference multiple times. In 2002, Mr. Jin co-founded BQ of New York which specializes in recruiting, training and supporting Asian/Chinese producers for all major products: life, annuity, health, long-term care, disability income and retirement. BQ of New York is the first Asian-run National Association of Independent Brokerage Agencies member agency from New York, and one of the largest, best-known, independent Asian-run BGAs in the Northeast region. Mr. Jin is the founding president of Shanxi Association USA and was the Chairman of the Shanxi Chamber of Commerce USA. He founded the Northeast Chapter of the Asian American Insurance & Financial Professionals Association to provide a platform for Asian professionals to expand their networks and improve their business.

Mr. Jin received his BA degree from Shanxi University, a MA degree from Zhejiang University, and a MA Indiana University.

Elina Kazan
Vice President of Media Relations and Cause Marketing, Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Regions • Macy’s Inc.

Elina Kazan is Vice President of Media Relations and Cause Marketing for the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions of Macy’s Inc. Ms. Kazan oversees the public relations for Macy’s in New York City, Boston, Philadelphia and Washington DC. As corporate spokesperson, she has navigated the company through crisis situations affecting Macy’s stores and events, as well as liaising with various city agencies in the development and support of key retail initiatives. Her 20-plus year retail experience encompasses corporate branding, marketing, and entertainment including The Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade and Macy’s 4th of July Fireworks, as well as spectacular celebrity special events for international fashion and fragrances launches. Prior to joining Macy’s, Ms. Kazan worked at Fineberg Public Relations overseeing client relations for key American brands including Jockey International and Danskin, and Columbia Records in the Press department working on several artist tours and releases including Bruce Springsteen.

Ms. Kazan received a BA in Marketing and Communications from Hunter College and an Associate Degree in Advertising and Public Relations from the Fashion Institute of Technology.
Kohn Pedersen Fox Congratulates

The 50 Outstanding Asian Americans in Business Award recipients for 2013, with special acknowledgment of our colleague, Marianne Kwok.
Chiang Sheng Johnny Kuo  
*Chief Operating Officer • New York Gracie Square Hospital*

A Taiwan native, Dr. Chiang Sheng Johnny Kuo has a passion for both medicine and classical music. He studied the art of violin at the Manhattan School of Music and attended the Julliard Pre-College Division, where he played with the New York Youth Symphony. He went on to pursue a degree in medicine completing his undergraduate degree at the University of Buffalo. He also earned his Master of Art Degree in Music Education at Columbia University’s Teachers College. Dr. Kuo has served as Chief Operating Officer at New York Gracie Square Hospital, an affiliate of New York Presbyterian Health System, for the past 11 years. As Chief Operating Officer, his constant focus is to provide the best possible health care, in a safe and compassionate environment. Under his leadership the hospital received a 3-year Joint Commission accreditation. He received the Distinguished Leadership in Healthcare Commendation and a recent nomination to the Who’s Who Executive and Professional Registry / Who’s Who in Medicine and Healthcare. Dr. Kuo serves as string faculty at CYCNY Youth Orchestra, New York and was recently appointment as President of the Board of the World Civic Orchestra.

Marianne Kwok  
*Director • Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates*

Marianne Kwok joined Kohn Pedersen Fox in 1994. She has been the senior designer for some of the firm’s most notable projects. Of note, Ms. Kwok has led the design of several constructed corporate headquarters at London’s Canary Wharf, including Clifford Chance (winner of the BCO Workplace Award in 2005), State Street Bank, KPMG and Fitch Ratings, as well as the AIG Headquarters in the City of London; the former Lehman Brothers Headquarters in Times Square, NY; Bloomingdales at Aventura, FL (winner of a 1998 AIA New York State Honor Award) and the Samsung Headquarters and the Rodin Pavilion in Seoul, Korea (which has been given several design awards from the American Institute of Architects, the Chicago Athenaeum and the P/A Awards). Presently, Ms. Kwok is working on two commercial towers and a retail podium for the Hudson Yards in New York and a super high-rise tower in Shenzhen, China.

Ms. Kwok received a Bachelor of Architecture from Cornell University, where she was the recipient of the Charles Goodwin Sands Memorial Silver Medal. She received her Master of Architecture from the Harvard Graduate School of Design.
Jay Lau, Esq.

Lau & Associates, P.C.

133-47 Sanford Avenue
Unit C1E
Flushing, NY 11355
T: (718) 359-9700
F: (718) 762-9385

100 Lafayette Street
Suite 800
New York, NY 10013
T: (212) 431-8800
F: (212) 431-8801
Jay Lau
*Attorney • Lau & Associates, P.C.*

Jay Lau founded his own practice, Lau & Associates, P.C. which specializes in real estate. The firm represents purchasers, sellers, lenders, developers and sponsors in a wide range of real estate transactions including the purchase, sale, and financing of cooperative apartments, condominiums, private homes, commercial strip malls, apartment buildings and the coordination of IRC 1031 exchange transfers. Though the majority of his practice is real estate based, Mr. Lau does handle the purchase and sale of businesses, forming corporate entities, preparing and probating Will’s, drafting lease agreements, and immigration matters. During law school, Mr. Lau cultivated a broad foundation in the legal field, working for mid-sized firm litigating insurance claims, interning for the Federal Trade Commission investigating violations of federal antitrust and consumer protection laws, and interning for Deloitte & Touche as corporate in-house counsel dealing with compliance issues. Prior to law school, Mr. Lau worked for Solomon Smith Barney and Prudential Securities.

Angie Lee
*Director • Quontic Bank*

Angie Lee is Director of Community Lending for Quontic Bank, headquartered in Great Neck, New York, where she focuses on sales and operations management, marketing and strategic planning. Ms. Lee is a seasoned mortgage banking professional with over 13 of years experience in the real estate industry. Prior to joining Quontic Bank she led an operation in Manhattan for a nationally recognized mortgage lender with over $12 billion in annual loan production. She serves as the President and Board of Director for Asian Real Estate Association of America, Metro New York Chapter, a non-profit organization with over 30,000 members nationwide, dedicated to promoting sustainable homeownership opportunities in Asian American communities by creating a powerful national voice for the housing and real estate professionals.
CONGRATULATIONS

Xianglong Li

& All Fellow Recipients of
2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award

invisalign®
Case Shootout and Case Gallery Finalist 2011
Second Place

“Sometimes your joy is the source of your smile, but sometimes your smile can be the source of your joy.”
– Thich Nhat Hanh

Preventative, restorative, and cosmetic services for a beautiful and healthy smile

∞ Invisalign®
∞ Whitening
∞ Root Canals
∞ Fillings
∞ Implants
∞ Crowns
∞ Veneers
∞ Onlays
∞ X-Rays
∞ Cleaning
∞ Crowns
∞ Inlays

Xianglong Li, DDS MA PC
18 E 50th Street
New York, NY 10022
Tel: (212) 223-3005
Xianglong Li  
*Dentist • Xianglong Li DDS MA PC*

Dr. Xianglong Li is a dentist with a practice in New York City. The practice provides a wide range of traditional dental services as well as specialized services, such as teeth straightening, teeth whitening and root canals.

After a four year residency in oral and maxilla-facial surgery in Shanghai, Dr. Li immigrated to the U.S. in 1989. He worked as a busboy and delivered Chinese food while completing a Masters degree in biochemistry at the City College of New York. While studying for the national dental boards, he worked as a lab technician in the genetics and development department at Columbia University. In 1995, he earned his DDS degree from NYU. He became a U.S. citizen in 2006. Dr. Li was honored in 2004 by The Asian Alumni Group of the Alumni Association of the City College of New York for his achievement and service to the community. In 2011, Dr. Li won second place in the Invisalign GP summit Case-Shoot-out, held in Las Vegas. He was the only Chinese-American dentist of the finalists.

Lynn Liou  
*Publisher / Editor-in-Chief*  
*Phoenix International Magazine & LuxeByLynn.com*

Lynn Liou is the Founder, Publisher, and Editor-in-Chief of Phoenix International Magazine, the premiere luxury lifestyle quarterly for affluent Chinese in the United States. Phoenix International was recognized as one of the Hottest Magazine Launches of 2012 by Media Industry News and services such esteemed advertisers as Omega, Van Cleef & Arpels, Dior Couture, Versace, among many other nationally recognized luxury brands. A graduate of UCLA and USC’s Annenberg School of Communications, Ms. Liou has an extensive background in media, spanning several different platforms including television broadcast, print, and web. She was born in Taiwan and raised in Southern California and once served as a Miss Los Angeles Chinatown Queen. She recently launched her website, LuxebyLynn.com, a bilingual lifestyle blog that provides luxury focused content to several affiliate China-based web companies.
MLB Global proudly congratulate Jeffrey Liu on receiving The Outstanding 50 Asian American in Business Award.

美利集團恭喜Jeffrey Liu榮獲2013全美亞裔50傑出企業家獎

MLB Global provides business opportunity where people can be their own boss and make their own hours, while earning lasting, lucrative residual income by offering more choices on the products and services people already need and use every day.

美利集團為社區提供創業機會, 幫助個人和企業代理全球最大的電信和能源服務, 並且在每天人們必需使用的產品當中獲得長久和豐厚的收入。
Jeffrey Liu  
*President and Founder • MLB Global Corporation*

Jeffrey Liu is the founder of MLB Global Corporation, a global logistics import and export services company, which he established 10 years ago in Brooklyn. MLB provides a simple platform for freight forwarding and customs clearance. Mr. Liu has also developed and expanded his energy and telecommunication networking business, American Communication Network, and became regional vice president in 2012. Prior to establishing MLB Global Corporation he was a controller for a private company and has also worked in the government sector. Mr. Liu also is the President of Lau’s Association which is located in Chinatown, New York. The organization helps new immigrants settle into their new environment, provides scholarship programs to help cover tuition cost for students and promotes traditional Chinese culture to the next generation.

Mr. Liu graduated from the Normal School of Taishan, Guangdong, China and State University of New York.

Sheila Lirio Marcelo  
*Founder and CEO • Care.com*

Sheila Marcelo founded Care.com in 2006 and today, the company is the largest online care destination in the world with seven million members in more than 15 countries. Care.com allows families to connect with millions of caregivers to manage the lifecycle of care challenges families face: childcare, including special needs, senior care, pet care, housekeeping, tutoring, and more. The company also offers its suite of services as an employee benefit to Fortune 500 companies, higher education institutions, technology and service companies, and a variety of industries. Ms. Marcelo was named one of the “10 Most Powerful Women in Boston Tech” by *The Boston Globe’s Innovation Economy* (2012); “Tech Luminary Innovation All-Star” by the *Boston Business Journal* (2012); one of the “100 Most Intriguing Entrepreneurs” for Goldman Sachs’ Builders and Innovators Summit (2012); “Leader in Diversity” by the *Boston Business Journal* (2012); and “Entrepreneur of the Year Award for New England” (Ernst & Young, 2010).

Ms. Marcelo graduated Magna Cum Laude from Mount Holyoke College with a degree in Economics and received her M.B.A. and J.D. degrees with Honors and the Dean’s Award from Harvard University.
Colgate-Palmolive extends our sincere congratulations to Ellen Park and all the honorees of the 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans In Business Award and the many corporations throughout the country that support its goals and aspirations.
Daniel Park  
**CEO & President • Eclaro International**

Daniel Sung Park is the Founder, President and CEO of Eclaro International, a company that provides business process/functional consulting, global workforce solutions, and vendor management services. Headquartered in New York City, Eclaro has six regional offices in the U.S., and facilities in Canada, India and the Philippines. The company has won numerous distinctions such as: 2011 and 2010 INC. 5000 fastest growing companies, 2009 U.S. Dept of Commerce, MBDA Regional Technology Company of the Year, 2007 Class III national supplier of the year by National Minority Supplier Development Council (NMSDC). 2006 Top Diversity Business by DiversityBusiness.com, six years running. Mr. Park was recognized as the 2011 Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist, 2005 Asian Entrepreneur of the Year for High Technology by *Asian Enterprise Magazine*. Mr. Park has been an NYU Stern Business Plan competition Mentor. He is a board member of the New York chapter of the NMSDC as well as past chair of its Minority Business Enterprise Committee.

Mr. Park holds a BA from Rutgers University and an MBA in Finance from the Leonard N. Stern School of Business of New York University.

---

Ellen Park  
**VP, Associate General Counsel, Chief Patent Counsel**  
**Global Legal Organization • Colgate-Palmolive**

Ellen Park has overall responsibility for the Patent Department and the management of Colgate’s patent portfolio and its administration. She leads the company’s increased focus on patents as a strategic competitive tool and guides the development and execution of global patent strategies and the dedication of resources, tools and staffing to implement these strategies. She leads a team of 15 professionals and is a member of the Colgate Global Legal Leadership Team. She and her team have recently developed and implemented a new IR Rating and Review process. In collaboration with Colgate’s R&D group, this process will enable the business to review “High” rated IRs against existing CP portfolios resulting in more effective and efficient business decisions. Before joining Colgate, Ms. Park worked at the Pharmacia Corporation, where she was an Associate General Counsel - Patents. Prior to that, she was with Novartis and Bristol-Myers Squibb, where she served as Senior Patent Counsel.

Ms. Park holds a BS in pharmacy from the State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo. She received her law degree from Boston College Law School.
Asian Real Estate Association of America would like to congratulate
Ms. Angie Lee, New York Metro Chapter President,
and all of the 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business!
Anjali Ramakumaran  
**CEO • Ampcus Inc.**

Anjali “Ann” Ramakumaran is the founder and CEO of Ampcus Inc a technology consulting company doing business with federal, state, local and commercial customers. Ampcus Inc is an ISO 9000, ISO 20000, ISO 27000 and CMMi Level 2 certified company. The company specializes in enterprise solutions, cyber security, mobility, cloud computing and big data implementations. The company has grown 40% year on year. Ampcus Inc has over 210 employees, is financially very stable with zero debt. Ms. Ramakumaran came to the U.S. in 2001 and started Ampcus in 2004 after working for small technology companies, and realizing there was an opportunity and a need to provide large corporations with ERP upgrades and solutions. Today Ampcus Inc provides major implementations to banking and financial services, communications, manufacturing and retail companies.

---

Tommy Shi  
**Diversity and Inclusion Officer • Mercedes-Benz USA**

Tommy Shi is the Diversity and Inclusion Officer for Mercedes-Benz USA (MBUSA) and is responsible for providing the strategic direction, development and implementation of the company-wide diversity and inclusion strategy. He is also responsible for corporate giving. Mr. Shi has been with the MBUSA team for twenty years. Mr. Shi received the 2011 Vanguard Award from the Automotive Hall of Fame and a 2009 Achievement Award from the Asian Pacific American Lawyers Association of New Jersey, the 2008 Award of Excellence from the Thurgood Marshall College Fund and honored at the 2008 Asian American Bar Association of New York’s Annual Banquet, the 2007 Diversity Advocacy Award from the National Association of Minority Automobile Dealers Association. Mr. Shi is President of the Board of Directors for the Asian American Legal Defense and Education Fund, a Corporate Advisory Board member of the Association of Latino Professionals in Finance and Accounting and serves on the Leadership Advisory Council of the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association.

Mr. Shi is a graduate of the Boston College Law School in Newton, Massachusetts. He holds a Bachelor of Arts from the Johns Hopkins University.
Celebrating the differences that make us stronger.

Aetna is proud to support the Asian American Business Development Center and our colleague Yi Zheng. Congratulations!
Prabhdeep Singh  
*Director/Founder • Qurious Labs/Gerson Lehrman Group*

Prabhdeep Singh is the Founder and Director of Qurious Labs, the innovation arm of Gerson Lehrman Group, a large network of “experts”. Prior to this, Mr. Singh served as an advisor to Sallie Krawcheck, the past President of Global Wealth & Investment Management for Bank of America. He has served as an investment professional at the New York City Investment Fund (NYCIF), a private $115 million venture capital firm that does a combination of traditional early-stage investing and economic development investing in NYC. At NYCIF, he covered Media and IT investments, and co-founded and co-managed the FinTech Innovation Lab, an incubator for early stage Fintech Startups. Before NYCIF, Mr. Singh worked as an investment banker for Morgan Stanley where he focused on large financial sponsor and strategic company transactions with technology companies and private equity firms. He was a 2011 Fellow in the Startup Leadership Program, is on the Entrepreneur Board of Venture For America and serves as an advisor to Parent Media Group and Yapster.

Mr. Singh graduated from Boston College with a B.A. in Political Science & Philosophy.

Noriko Tabata  
*President • Tabata Oxford Personnel LLC*

Noriko Tababta is President of Tababta Oxford Personnel LLC (Top-NY), an outsourcing employment company which was started in 1992. The company focuses on placing people in Japanese and Asian companies and now has over 70 employees and 300 temps in over 10 locations in the U.S., Japan and Mexico. Top-NY finds better job opportunities for women, minorities, gays, immigrants. The company still practices face-to-face interviews, finding it the most effective way to determine the chemistry between each individual and client, something a computer database alone could never accomplish. Top-NY follows-up after each placement to ensure and encourage successful employer/employee interaction, and if necessary, help to resolve conflicts caused by cultural differences and different business styles.
The Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group is proud to join the Asian American Business Development Center in honoring

Alison Tan
for her tremendous accomplishment

The Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group

Boston
321 Columbus Ave
Boston, Massachusetts
617.871.2427

New York
110 East 42nd Street, 10th Floor
New York, New York
212.697.3333
www.ackmanziff.com

Miami
801 Arthur Godfrey Rd
Miami Beach, Florida
305.503.1107

CONGRATULATIONS
INFOSYS APPLAUDS
ASHOK VEMURI
AND ALL HONOREES OF THE OUTSTANDING 50 ASIAN AMERICANS IN BUSINESS AWARD

At Infosys, we believe that innovation leadership can change the way the world works and lives. We are proud to support the Asian American Business Development Center and share their goal to bring to life ideas that can contribute to the economy.

Infosys | Building Tomorrow’s Enterprise
Alison Tan  
*Director • The Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group*

Alison Tan is Director of the Hospitality Group of Ackman-Ziff. Founded in 1926, The Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group structures and arranges real estate capital transactions nationwide and exclusively advises and represents owners with solutions for their debt, equity, and disposition needs. Ms. Tan is responsible for the underwriting, structuring and placement of capital for hospitality assets. She has closed over $3 billion in hotel transactions including debt, joint venture equity and investment sales, representing a variety of institutional and opportunistic investors as well as ownership and management companies. Previously Ms. Tan worked in the Global Hospitality Group of Cushman & Wakefield, where she specialized in hotel financings, joint ventures and loan sales. Ms. Tan has over a decade of experience in the hospitality industry including operations, feasibility analysis, market studies, acquisition due diligence, and the valuation of hotel, resort, and mixed-use developments. She has also held various management positions with Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts.

Ms. Tan holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the Cornell University School of Hotel Administration and is a member of the national chapter of the Cornell Hotel Society.

Pluksa Tantakarn  
*President • United Royal International Inc.*

Pluksa Tantakarn is the president and travel consultant of United Royal International Inc. United Royal International was established in 1987 and, eventually, become one of the most successful travel agencies. United Royal International is an approved travel agency under IATA and has served more than 1.5 million travelers. In 2012, Ms. Tantakarn served as the president of the Association of Southern Thailand in NYC and also engaged in public relations for the Thai Culture Association. Recently, she received an award from Hawaiian Airline acknowledging that United Royal International had made the most sales of any travel agency for the airline. Ms. Tantakarn serves on committees for events at Vajiradhammapadip and Thavon Vanaram temple.
We don’t just face challenges — we overcome them.

Osmotica Pharmaceutical is a specialty pharmaceutical company focused on improving clinical outcomes for patients worldwide.

We congratulate our CEO, Dr. Praveen Tyle, as well as all of the recipients of the 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award.
Dr. Praveen Tyle is President and CEO and Board member of Osmotica Pharmaceutical where he is responsible for the financial management, operational oversight and strategic direction of the company’s worldwide operations. Prior to this appointment, he was Executive Vice President and Chief Scientific Officer. Prior to joining Osmotica Dr. Tyle served as Executive Vice President and Chief Science officer for the United States Pharmacopeia. Dr. Tyle has developed several commercial products and has over 20 issued patents and over 120 scientific publications and presentations, and seven books on drug development. He serves on the Boards of Directors of EyeGate Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Orient Europharma, Inc., GrayBug, LLC and Yolia Health. Additionally, he serves as adjunct professor at Howard University, the University of Rochester Medical Center, the University of Houston and the University of Rhode Island.

Dr. Tyle earned his doctorate in pharmaceutics and pharmaceutical chemistry from Ohio State University, and his bachelor of pharmacy degree (First Class with Honors and valedictorian) at the Institute of Technology, Banaras Hindu University in India.

Ashok Vemuri is a Member of the Board and Global Head of Manufacturing and Engineering Services at Infosys, responsible for setting strategic direction, driving financial and operational excellence and providing overall leadership. Prior to his current role, Mr. Vemuri was instrumental in establishing and leading the company’s Financial Services and Insurance global industry group which became the largest business segment of the company, accounting for nearly 36% of Infosys’ revenues. He is the Chairman of Infosys China, serves on the board of Infosys Public Services and is responsible for business operations in the Americas, the company’s largest region in terms of clients and revenue. The U.S. now has 19 offices and over 15,000 people. He directs the work of Infosys Foundation in the U.S. He was elected to the Forum of Young Global Leaders by the World Economic Forum in 2009 and was selected by Business Today as one of India’s 25 Hottest Young Executives in 2008. He’s involved in the UN’s Every Woman Every Child movement to improve health.

Mr. Vemuri holds a degree in Physics from St. Stephens College, Delhi, and a degree in Business Management from the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad.
Andrew Wang
Senior Vice President • Runnymede Capital Management, Inc.

Andrew Wang is an Owner, Senior Vice President, and Portfolio Manager at Runnymede Capital Management, an independent investment firm that manages investment portfolios of institutions (Taft-Hartley, captive insurance, public pension fund, corporate, non-profit) and high-net-worth individuals. He is a member of the Investment Forum of Northern New Jersey, has been quoted by the financial press, served as contributor to NJBIZ, New Jersey’s only weekly business journal, and spoken at industry conferences. Runnymede was named Best Customer Service in Investment Management at the 2012 Captive Service Awards and nominated 2008 Manager of the Year by Financial Investment News. Mr. Wang is a board member and Treasurer of New York based non-profit Halawai, Inc, a vestry member of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, and founder of the popular Hawaiian music website taropatch.net. His avocation as a Hawaiian musician has taken him to The John F. Kennedy Center of the Performing Arts, Jacob’s Pillow, and The Highline Ballroom. His music has been featured by Hawaiian Airlines and national television networks.

Mr. Wang holds a B.A. in International Studies with honors from Trinity College.

Simpson Wong
Chef and Proprietor • Café Asean & Wong

Simson Wong is the chef and proprietor of restaurants Wong and Café Asean, both of which are located in the lower Westside of Manhattan. Mr. Wong exemplifies the contemporary chef who is adept at integrating many global influences. A native of Malaysian with Chinese ancestry, Mr. Wong traveled in Asia and Europe and in 1996 opened Café Asean, a cozy West Village restaurant serving Vietnamese, Thai and Malaysian dishes. The New York Times reviewer Eric Asimov raved that he ‘loved the fresh, direct quality’ of the cooking. After 18 years, Café Asean is still going strong. Considered to be the first Asian locavore restaurant, Mr. Wong again garnered critical acclaim by earning two stars from Pete Wells of The New York Times when the Lobster Egg Foo Young was listed as one of the eight most “memorable” dishes chosen by the Times for 2012. Recently, he cooked for the Asia Society’s Celebration of Asia Week Gala Dinner.
Zhigang Wu  
*Vice President • China Construction America, Inc.*

Zhigang Wu is Vice President of China Construction America, Inc. (CCA), the U.S. subsidiary operations for China State Construction Engineering Corporation (CSCEC). Mr. Wu has worked for CSCEC for over twenty years as Project Engineer, Project Manager and Vice President of the branch office and has worked in Southeast Asia, Middle East and America. In 2008, Mr. Wu was appointed to his current position, and is in charge of heavy construction. During the past five years, Mr. Wu has led CCA’s civil group to complete a series of signature transportation projects, including Alexander Hamilton Bridge which is recognized as the largest contract in history for the New York State Department of Transportation, which also was featured as a cover story in *ENR*. Mr. Wu was the Project Director to complete the Yankee Stadium Railway Station of MTA and was awarded the Best Project of 2008 by Design-Build Institute of America (DBIA). Today, CCA is recorded as the fourth largest transportation contractor in New York.

Mr. Wu received a Civil Engineering degree from Beijing Jiaotong University and an MBA from De La Salle University, The Philippines.

Yi Zheng  
*Chief Pharmacy Officer, Medicare • Aetna*

Yi Zheng is Chief Pharmacy Officer for Aetna Medicare Part D business. In this role, he leads clinical strategy, policy, programs and clinical operations for both individual and group Medicare Part D products. In addition, he represents Aetna Medicare with regulators as well as with national, regional and local industry groups, provides leadership to influence and craft healthcare policy. Among his achievements are successful release of CMS sanction, effective management of CMS readiness audit that resulted in significant membership growth and winning clinical strategies that supported successful new product launch that established national market presence. Mr. Zheng was the recipient of Aetna Chairman Award. Prior to his current role at Aetna, he was at at CIGNA Health Care. He is a member of Beta Gamma Sigma and Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy, has served on the board of directors and President of the Chinese Culture Center in Connecticut and expanded its Chinese Language School.

Mr. Zheng received his BS degree and Doctor of Pharmacy degree from Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science and an MBA degree in Finance from University of Maryland Robert H. Smith School of Business.
China Personified

A Story Platform for Today's Dreamers
A Global Network of Tomorrow's Leaders

ChinaPersonified.com is an interactive media platform for bringing together a network of highly educated and highly motivated Chinese and American university students and young professionals in China and the United States...

Our mission is to inspire personal best and to foster better US-China understanding through personal storytelling by young people inside and outside of China.
Kamesh Nagarajan
Senior Vice President
and Senior Portfolio Manager
Morgan Stanley
Global Wealth Management

Kamesh Nagarajan is Senior Vice President and Senior Portfolio Manager with Morgan Stanley Global Wealth Management. His team, The Prandara Group, specialize in helping corporate executives with concentrated stock planning and advising physicians and entrepreneurs on comprehensive wealth management issues. They have worked extensively with Physicians of Indian origin (AAPI) and with entrepreneurs in TIE (The Indus Entrepreneurs), where he is a Charter Member. In 2002, Mr. Nagarajan was recognized by the Rochester Business Journal for their “40 Under 40” award. He is the President of Ascend-NY and in 2010 was given their High Impact Leaders Award. He was a recipient of AABDC’s Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award in 2011. He is a member of Morgan Stanley’s The Masters Club for top advisors. He is actively involved with Lend-A-Hand India and the American India Foundation (AIF) and is an active mentor at Columbia Business School Mentorship Program for Entrepreneurs.

Mr. Nagarajan has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics from Vassar College and a Juris Doctorate (Cum Laude) from Syracuse University College of Law.
We congratulate Mr. Zhigang (Peter) Wu and the other 2013 Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business Award Recipients.
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